POOR WEATHER TO RUIN HOMECOMING

Violinist To Give Recital

Tochka Steidel Trio Next Of Concert Series

The Tochka Steidel trio, featuring Tochka Steidel, violinist, young Russian violinist, will appear at the Lawrence memorial church on Tuesday evening, November 20, in conjunction with the annual concert series of the community unit of music.

During the concert on Friday evening, Edward Johnsson, operatic tenor, will be featured with Deonna Waterman, the remaining member of your quartet, in the famous operatic duet, "La Donna e mobile." Tochka Steidel will be the soloist for the piano trio, which will join her in a concert of classical music.

Mrs. Bertha Jacques To Speak Thursday

Mrs. Bertha Jacques, of New York city, will deliver a talk on "World War II" at the Lawrence College chapel on Thursday afternoon in the Little Chapel.

Mrs. Jacques, who is one of the organizers of the famous concert series in New York city, is a well-known personality in the field of music. She has served as a consultant to several prominent music organizations, and has established a reputation for her ability to inspire and motivate others.

Alumni Of Delta Iota Hold Meeting Sunday

The annual meeting of the Delta Iota alumni association was held Sunday noon in the Argus auditorium. Among those in attendance were: Misses L. M. Alexander, Mrs. Jacques, who is one of the leaders of the Delta Iota fraternity, and her sister, Mrs. Bertha Jacques, who is a prominent figure in the field of music.

Many Lawrence alumni returned to the campus to celebrate the annual homecoming of their alma mater. The event was attended by a large number of former students and faculty members, who reminisced about their college days and enjoyed the festivities of the weekend.

The successful ones are Paul Kozel, Dick Thiesen, all '32; Richard Maloney and Walter Piper, both '31; Dick Boyce, '18. Larry Singer, '23, Don Wilcox, '26, and Irving Auld, '25.


Beta Sigma Phi—Leslie Wright, Sigma Phi Epsilon—Bill McClain, '28, and George Broughton, '25.

The torchlight parade which followed proved to be a colorful affair and included a bonfire gathering. The bonfire was followed by a successful dance and a lively party. The night ended with a final bonfire gathering of the year.

The first prize for fraternity house decoration was given to Sigma Phi Epsilon. The Phi Beta Kappas and the Alpha Sigma fraternity were the second and third prize winners, respectively.

In this case, the "_alpha" also referred to the campus and was attended by the alumni and faculty members of the university. The event was a great success and was enjoyed by all those who attended.

The next event on the schedule is the annual Homecoming game, which will be held on Saturday, November 24. The game is expected to be a friendly and exciting affair, and is sure to be enjoyed by all those who attend.
Reunion Adjourned Big Success By Students

(Continued from Page 1)

Suggested a lengthy wait for the outdoor ceremony to properly start on time. The huge crowd that had gathered was all set to hear the speakers and to enjoy the entertainment. However, due to some unexpected complications, the ceremony was delayed for about an hour. Despite this delay, the mood remained high, and the atmosphere was lively and festive.

The Lawrenceian

Reunification dinner dance was held at the Ervin Hall that evening. The event was a big success. Student committees who worked to make it happen all contributed to the overall success of the dance. The music was provided by the college band, which was nominated for a few awards.

The Lawrenceian

With Carroll's semi-downfall Saturday the Vikings closed their first season under Coach Rasmussen in a truly gratifying display of the type of football they can expect to produce. The team is young and has the potential to grow and develop into a strong force in the coming years. The future looks bright for the Viking football program.
Harriers Beat Marquette For State Title

Denommen End Perfect Season With Easy Victory

Lawrence harriers claimed their second consecutive state championship with a decisive win over Marquette university at Wiffle field last Saturday, 29-0. The score, which was one in a driving, Marathon, finished with a 1 yard gain over the field just before the end of the first half of the Lawrence-Carroll game. The run was a splendid run to the start of the terrible ensuing mad- dness of the field. Captain Bob of Marquette outdistanced the field and finished 25 yards ahead of his nearest competitor. The next five men to the 1s were all Lawrence men, Wolf, Meuninck and Wrest. This man completed a season which included one of the most successful Coach Dash's cross country tour ever experienced. Four excellent victors were reared up and only three men were able to finish the last half. Carroll ran rampant in five races. Two Lawrence harriers finished their last race on Saturday, Meuninck and Wrest. One man had three years of victory competition and had completed a splendid season.

Lawrence, Carroll In Scoreless Tie Here

(Continued from Page 1)

Score To Be

During the course of the game, neither team was able to defeat the opposing defense at the line. Both teams had three chances to get possession of the ball within the other eleven's 25-yard line. Lawrence was able to score a score and victory in the last second of the game when a point after pass was missed and three line players advanced to Marquette's 33-yard line. A field goal was tried and failed just short of the goal line and Carroll failed twice to gain a score. The seconds were fast running to the end and St. Mitchell was called back to negate a score, 22 yards from the goal line.

The scorers:

Field Goal

Carroll Fischl

Second Place Hockey Title Goes To Sophs

The sophomores were second place in the girls' basketball tournament, by an 8-0 victory over the juniors in a game played Thursday afternoon at Wiffle field. The juniors challenged the winners in this game, and were defeated largely because the losers did not have a full team out.

Chemistry Club

Russell Brenzel, assistant chemist of the Trittonian paper company of Kansas, will speak on "Saltpeter paper making" at the meeting of the chemistry club tonight in the chemistry room, seven o'clock.
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Charles Dickens, a Bio-graph-er at the lover of good literature will truly mourn, for the character of a ribaldry of an ill-guided man. The boisterous inns, the liberal minglings, however. The breezy, clever, skilfully been enamoured by the quaint Eng-lish villages, the gleaming highroads, to purchase the book to learn new sidelines. But the theme is slightly to be given by Dec. 13, 1928.

Mrs. Straus has brought Charles Dickens to select women in America. Anyone who has ever been examined will find this English villages, the grining highroads, the breezy, clever, skilfully been enamoured by the quaint English villages, the gleaming highroads, to purchase the book to learn new sidelines. But the theme is slightly to be given by Dec. 13, 1928.
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